AUDIO-VISUAL TECHNOLOGY - VILLA AAVA
YOU CAN CONNECT YOUR COMPUTER TO THE TV AND VIDEO PROJECTIORS WITH
HDMI CABLE.
MAKE SURE YOU CAN CONNECT YOUR COMPUTER HAS A HDMI PORT.

AV - EQUIPTMENTS IN VILLA AAVA
-

Wire free WIFI 1 and 2 (two separate wlan networks)
Two Epson laser video projectors and two projector screens
Samsung 55” cable TV connected to internet + DVD player + HDMI cable
Samsung 65” cable TV connected to internet + DVD player + HDMI cable
AMC mixer + microphone
Speakers in the glass terraces, volume controllers on the terrace walls
401 and 402 living room speakers, volume controllers on the living room walls

AV - EQUIPTMENTS ARE LOCATED UNDER THE STAIRS / NEXT TO THE FIREPLACE
Power socket, for computer charger, can be found from the shelf on the right side of the TV stand (white
cord)

Watching TV in apartments 401 and 402
Turn on the TV (remote control 1) from the upper left corner, the red button.
Choose the source of program using the ”SOURCE” -button.
- live TV
- YouTube
- Yle Areena
- HDMI
HDMI cables are on top of the TV stand, in the bigger apartment:
- TV source HDMI 1 = Connecting computer to TV (with HDMI 4 cable you can connect
your computer to both of the TVs and both projectors)
- TV source HDMI 2 = BluRay DVD player
- TV source HDMI 3 = The TVs HDMI cable (by using this HDMI 3 cable, u can see the
picture only in this TV)
Volume alterations Sound Bar speaker (remote control 2) vol +/- (OPT status with F-button)
Samsung BluRay DVD -player (remote control 3)

Sound bar - speaker in front of the TV. You can attach an external sound source with a 3,5 mm cable
(black cable). Choose with the F-button (remote control 2) PORT status.
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CONNECTING YOUR COMPUTER TO THE PROJECTORS AND TVS
You can connect your computer to ALL of the projectors and TVs with this method
-

-

Connect the HDMI 4 cable to your computer (the HDMI cable can be found from the TV stand’s
upper left shelf. The other end of the cable is connected to a front panel of a silver “ATEN”selector, in port 4)
Pull down the two projector screens by using the chains in front of the windows
Turn on the two projectors with the white remote control and choose HDMI 1 from the SOURCEbutton
Turn on the TVs and choose HDMI 1 from the SOURCE-button with the “remote control 1” remote
control

You can connect your computer ONLY to the TV with this method (this method
works in both 401 and 402)
-

Connect the HDMI 3 cable to your computer
Turn on the TV and choose HDMI 3 from the remote control 3 using the SOURCE-button

CONNECTING SOUND TO THE SPEAKERS
This way you can connect sound from your computer to the speakers in the living
rooms and in the glass terraces.
There are specific volume controllers in every space.
-

-

Turn on the black ”AMC” mixer (power button on the right)
Choose the volume for the wanted sound source
o HDMI (sound connected with the HDMI 4 cable)
o Microphone (located in the upper left shelf, the microphone has its own on/off switches)
o 3,5 mm sound cable (white cable on the upper left shelf)
Adjust the wanted volume from the ”master volume”-controller in the mixer, sound source volume
controllers, and the volume controllers in every space.
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